CLAUDIA JAMES  
Last year Claudia worked with our students exploring how science can be explained using dot drawings. She would like to do some follow up work with a few of our students on the last day of this term.

OUR CHOOKS  
Our chooks ventured out into the yard for the first time today. It was amazing to watch the students interact with the chooks. Nash, in particular, sat quietly and watched them exploring the garden. We are hopeful that the chooks will be easy to catch.

UNWELL STUDENTS  
Over the last few weeks we have had parents sending students to school that are complaining about being unwell and have requested that the teachers call home if the child continues to feel unwell. If you child is ill please do not send them to school.

FOOTY COLOURS DAY  
Next Thursday the students are encouraged to don the colours of the favourite football team. If you are not into football students can dress up to represent any sport. Students are asked for a gold coin donation. Money raised will be donated to the Fight Cancer Foundation.

PERSONAL SAFETY  
Last Monday police Inspector Neil Cheney spoke to the students about personal safety, feelings, trusted people and what to do if you are feeling unsafe. He explained the ‘Yell and Tell’ approach and discussed cyber safety with the students. We thank Neil for his time and the caring manner in which he worked with our students. Home work for the senior students is to design a personal safety poster.

WORKING BEE  
The working bee that was planned for this Saturday has been postponed. It has been rescheduled to the following Saturday.

SCHOOL DENTAL  
The van visited the school last Monday and completed dental checks on the eligible students.

Thank you to the parents who have supplied an envelope for their Junior Grade students. For those who haven’t as yet, can you please supply a stamped envelope (suitable for a letter) as soon as possible. Thank you.